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ABSTRACT

Detailed microstructure evolution in shape memory alloys (SMAs) is typically studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. However, the conventional post-processing tools for atomistic calculations, such as CNA and PTM, fail to identify distinct crystal variants and to reveal twin alignments in SMAs. In the current work, a powerful and efficient post-processing tool based on GraphSAGE neural network is developed, which can identify multiple phases in martensitic transformation, including the orthorhombic, monoclinic and R phases. Where the network was trained by the results of sets of temperature- and stress-induced martensitic transformation MD calculations. The accuracy and generality were also verified by the application to the cases which did not appear in the training dataset, such as unrecoverable nanoindentation process. The proposed method is rapid, accurate, and is ready to be integrated with any visualization tool for MD simulations. The outcome of the current work is expected to accelerate the pace of atomistic studies on SMAs and related materials.

1 Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are intelligent materials which have been widely used in aerospace engines¹,², biomedical materials³, and actuators⁴ in the recent years. They have unique mechanical behavior and properties due to their fascinating microstructures and phase transformations. When SMAs are at high temperature subjected to an external load or a cooling process, unit cells undergo phase transformation from the austenite phase with high symmetry to the martensite phases with lower symmetry. A crystal system with lower symmetry in SMAs typically has several ground states with equal energy, known as crystal variants. Reorientation of variants dominates the SMAs mechanical properties, such as superelasticity⁵,⁶, shape memory effect⁷,⁸, and remarkable damping capacity⁹. The reorientation of variants is mainly achieved by the movement of these interfaces between variants with excellent mobility¹⁰. Thus, in order to understand the detail of the reorientation of variants, it is crucial to identify distinct phases/variants and track the movement of their boundaries.

These tasks are typically difficult in experiments and usually studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Recently, several conventional microstructure identification methods, such as CNA¹¹–¹³ and PTM¹⁴, have been proposed which visualize the results of MD to allow us understand the internal interactions and microstructure evolution of materials. They help researchers identify crystal systems such as BCC, FCC, and HCP in an elegant and efficient way. For example, Srinivasan¹⁵ applied CNA to identify the microstructure evolution in NiTi alloy due to the stress-induced phase transformation simulated by MD. Where the interfaces between BCC and HCP can be clearly observed. However, it is still difficult to identify distinct crystal variants and to reveal their alignments in NiTi alloys. This is because the BCC structure may include Austenite and Rhombohedral crystal system, while HCP structure may include...
Orthorhombic and Monoclinic crystal system\textsuperscript{16}.

Therefore, Yang and Tsou\textsuperscript{17} proposed Martensite Variant Identification Method (MVIM) to identify multiple variants occurred in SMAs, by examining the lattice transformation matrices. Lu et. al\textsuperscript{18} and Chen and Tsou\textsuperscript{19} used MVIM to successfully link the microstructure evolution with mechanical properties such as superelastic effects. In the current work, MVIM was further improved by homogenizing/smoothing the singularity due to the thermal vibration. This gives more clear images of the resulting microstructures. However, the traditional matrix operation methods are the bottle neck of the efficiency of calculation, when dealing with a system with a large amount of atoms. Therefore, the current work aims to develop a highly-efficient crystal variants visualization method based on Graph neural network.

Graph neural network\textsuperscript{20} has excellent reasoning ability for graphical structured data which consists of vertices and edges. The features of each vertex are aggregated with those extracted from its adjacent vertices via edges during the forward propagation process. This local connection in graph neural network prevents each vertex being affected by the information of vertices without immediate connections, reducing the complexity of computation compared with the fully connected neural networks. It is of interest that molecular spaces can also be analog to a graph\textsuperscript{21}, where each atom can be regarded as a vertex of the structure in the graph while each bond between a pair of adjacent atoms can be regarded as edges. Several successful examples of the application of Graph neural network to molecular spaces include the prediction of drug response\textsuperscript{22} and chemical reactivity\textsuperscript{23}, showing high accuracy and computational efficiency.

Thus, GraphSAGE\textsuperscript{24}, which is one of the most efficient and general graph neural networks, was applied here to replace MVIM as a powerful MD post-processing tool, visualizing crystal variants in SMAs. GraphSAGE can transfer topological information of the entire molecular space, including distortion of unit cells, into a graph structure, and thus, cumbersome calculations of matrix can be saved. The crystal variants can then be quickly identified. This method, named MVIM-G, is ready to be integrated with OVITO\textsuperscript{25}, which is the most popular visualization and analysis tool for MD simulation. The detailed alignment between austenite and martensite phases and the classification of distinct variants in SMAs can be revealed in detail.

2 Results

2.1 Prediction of MVIM-G in training dataset

Figure 1 shows the selected post-processed MD microstructures under different boundary conditions (listed in Table 4) by three different methods, i.e. the conventional CNA, MVIM, and the proposed GraphSAGE version of MVIM (MVIM-G). Where the cutoff in CNA was set as the lattice length of the Ni-Ti alloy. Figure 1(a)-(c) show a MD snapshot of a NiTi SMA undergone a stress-induced martensitic transformation at 500 K (corresponding to Case 1 described in Table 4). It can be observed that CNA classified the entire crystal as HCP and two unknown interfaces (identified as \textit{Other}), while MVIM can distinguish $O_1$ and $O_2$ from the regions of HCP, giving a striped twin structure. It is of interest that there are some austenite A classified along those interfaces. It is because that the symmetry of the distortion of $O_1$ and $O_2$ across the interfaces confines the corresponding transform matrices, resulting in the reference matrix. Figure 1(c) shows the result of the current MVIM-G, having very good agreement with it of MVIM. It is worth noting that the interfaces identified by MVIM-G is sharper than those identified by the other two methods. It is because the graph neural network aggregates neighbor information providing a more homogeneous result, especially at the junction/interface between distinct variants. Although this procedure may compromise on the level of one-by-one accuracy of the model, the efficiency of the classification
can be significantly improved and, after all, the focus of the visualization is the overall microstructure in SMAs rather than specific atoms in the region of ambiguity. This phenomenon can also be found in the following cases.

Figure 1(d)-(f) illustrate Case 2, where the crystal subjected to a compressive load along the [010] direction. It can be found that MVIM and MVIM-G successfully identified the self-accommodated rank-two herringbone twin structure composed by four monoclinic crystal variants ($M5$–$M8$) that were energetically favored by the load. It is remarkable that $O3$ and $O4$ are also identified in the regions near interfaces as shown in Figure 1(e)(f). The two variants served as transitional phases during martensitic transformation, and this phenomenon is also reported in the literature. Although CNA fails to identify such detailed variant arrangement, it can still identify FCC (marked green lines in Figure 1(d)), where the lattices are not martensite phases. Thus, these lattices were assigned with the most similar variants with the closest distortions by MVIM and MVIM-G.

Cases 3–5 are temperature-induced simulations in different axial-coupling settings, as shown in Table 4. Figure 1(g)-(o) show the formation of a rank-3 herringbone twin structure mainly composed by 8 distinct crystal variants. This indicates that results of temperature-induced simulations are particularly suitable to serve as training dataset, since they can produce a more complex structure with the present of multiple variants compared to the cases of stress-induced martensitic transformation. In addition, the microstructures in the three cases are, in fact, equivalent by rigid body rotation, allowing the model learn the relationship between the nature of symmetry between variants. The three cases not only trained the proposed GraphSAGE with the advantage of data augmentation, but also gave a more realistic behavior of atoms compared with artificial rotation of the data since a randomness thermal fluctuation of atoms were included here. In Figure 1(g)-(o), the results of MVIM-G show more austenite $A$ and less $Other$ along the interfaces compared with those of MVIM. It is of interest noting that the former had an even better agreement with those of CNA, where most of the regions along the interfaces were identified as BCC (corresponding to phase $A$), compared to the later. This is because, in MVIM, $Other$ is a phase which does not belong to any of 23 crystal variants, giving inconsistent features or criteria for the corresponding classification, and this makes the MVIM-G temps to identify a given lattice by the 23 types of phase rather than $Other$ and the results are typically influenced by the dominant variants in that local region. Although this gives a more clear and homogeneous post-processing results, some details in a very fine microstructure may be compromised. An example can be seen in the red circle in Figure 1(l) showing several missing segments of fine twins.
Figure 1. Selected snapshots for cases 1–5 post-processed by CNA, MVIM and MVIM-G.
2.2 Prediction of MVIM-G on unseen cases

2.2.1 Dataset and simulation setting

Now consider the cases of temperature-induced and stress-induced martensitic transformation in SMAs that have not appeared in the training data, in order to demonstrate the versatility of the current MVIM-G model. Here, 2NN-MEAM potential energy\(^{28}\) was adopted by the simulation for both cases. The temperature-induced model was controlled by the isothermal-isobaric canonical ensemble (NPT) with pressure of 1.013 bar. The periodic boundary condition (PBC) was applied in all directions. The model was firstly relaxed at 0 K by the conjugate gradient method to achieve energy minimization and dynamic equilibrium. Then the initial velocity of the atoms at 500 K was assigned by Gaussian distribution for thermal equilibrium. This is because 500 K is well above the austenite finish temperature for NiTi SMAs, enabling a stable initial structure of austenite phase. After thermal equilibrium, the model was cooled from 500 K to 100 K, and then gradually heated from 100 K to 325 K, resulting in a stable microstructure with martensite phases.

For the stress-induced case, a nanoindentation process which resulted in an unrecoverable plastic deformation at the surface of a NiTi crystal was simulated. Here NPT ensemble was used, and the energy minimization process was the same as it in the temperature-induced case. The periodic boundary condition was applied in [100] and [010] directions only, and the free surface was applied in the positive [001] direction. The temperature 325 K of thermal equilibrium is consistent with the temperature selected in the literature\(^ {15}\), which could obtain a stable martensitic transformation between austenite and martensite phases. The indenter used here was with radius of 30 Å located 3 Å above the (001) plane to avoid the overlap of the indenter and the crystal. Next, the indenter moved downward with a constant rate (1.5x10\(^{-4}\) Å/ femtosecond) until the indentation depth reaches 30 Å. Finally, the indenter was unloaded with the same rate. The results generated by the both cases were then post-processed by the CNA, MVIM, and the proposed MVIM-G model.

2.2.2 Model validation

Figure 2 details a selected microstructure at 325 K after the isobaric temperature-induced martensitic transformation process mentioned above. Here the image was replicated along the [100] and [010] directions for illustration purpose. It can be observed that the identification results of the three methods are highly consistent, as shown in Figure 2(a)-(c), showing high applicability of the current MVIM-G model to unknown dataset. This microstructure has good agreement with it reported in\(^ {29}\) with the same model setting. Several interesting features in the SMA crystal can be discovered. Firstly, SMA undergone this specific process can produce a dart-shaped variant arrangement consisting of mainly six monoclinic phases, (M\(_3\), M\(_4\)), (M\(_7\), M\(_8\)), and (M\(_9\), M\(_{10}\)), where the brackets indicate that the pair of variants having the same distortion axes. Secondly, it is of interest that the junction of these pairs of monoclinic phases maintained the austenite phase due to the mutual confinement of these three pairs of monoclinic phase which distorted along [100], [010], and [001], respectively. Thirdly, all the three post-processing methods gave rough interfaces between two pairs of monoclinic phases. Where CNA identified them as BCC, which could be the austenite phase or rhombohedral phase, intersected with Other; MVIM identified them as rhombohedral and monoclinic phases; the MVIM-G presents more rhombohedral phases on those interfaces. This result demonstrates the difficulty of all the current post-processing methods on identifying sharp interfaces in complex microstructures. Finally, by comparing Figure 2(b)(c), an obvious classification error made by the MVIM-G can be observed. That is, the small segments of blue lines (O5), marked by red circles, which is expected as the transition phase from A to M\(_9\) or M\(_{10}\). However, the MVIM-G did not identify those segments from the matrix of M\(_{10}\) successfully. This is because the amount of training data related to the phase transition interval between the orthorhombic and monoclinic
phases was relatively less compared to it of other phases.

Figure 2. Selected snapshots for the case of isobaric temperature-induced martensitic transformation at 325 K post-processed by CNA, MVIM and MVIM-G.

Figure 3 shows the microstructural evolution in the (001) cross-section plane at half height of the crystal under the nanoindentation process. It can be observed that, again, the results generated by CNA, MVIM, and MVIM-G had good agreement, even when the case was not included in the training dataset, and with large plastic deformation and distortion of unit cells. Initially (indent depth $\delta = 0$ Å), the crystal adopted austenitic phase (parent phase). Figure 3(b)(c) show the microstructure consisting of the monoclinic and orthorhombic crystal variants when $\delta = 15$ Å. Where $M9$ and $M10$ around the center of the cross-section were induced by the concentrated stress due to the tip of indenter. The remaining part of the crystals adopted the transitional $O5$ and $O6$, as the stress was not sufficient to complete the full transformation from the austenite to monoclinic phases. It can be observed that the result of MVIM-G is smoother than that of MVIM. However, similar to the limitation mentioned above, some regions identified as $O5$ and $O6$ by MVIM were identified as $M9$ and $M12$ by MVIM-G. This problem can be solved by incorporating more data at such conditions in the training data set. Finally, the indenter reaches the maximum depth $\delta = 30$ Å, the phase transformation completed, giving a self-accommodated rank-2 herringbone twin structure consisting of $M9$–$M12$ monoclinic variants, as shown in Figure 3(e)(f).
Figure 3. Selected snapshots at the cross-section plane of (001) for the case of nanoindentation when the indent depth $\delta = 15, 30 \text{ Å}$ post-processed by CNA, MVIM and MVIM-G.

Now the accuracy and applicability to the unknown data sets of MVIM-G were verified. MVIM-G now is proved to enable a rapid and more detailed analysis on microstructural evolution in SMAs. This can be demonstrated by Figure 4, where microstructure at each stage during the nanoindentation process was linked with the data point on the load to the displacement curve (P-L Curve). The cross-section was along the (100) plane by slicing the crystal in half. As shown in Figure 4(a), the initial stage, the crystal adopted the austenite phase in white. As $\delta$ increased, austenite phase firstly transformed into $O_6$ and then completed phase transformation as $M_{11}$ and $M_{12}$, giving a linear P-L curve. This gives a heart-shaped monoclinic phase region with a front of orthorhombic phase at the bottom, as shown in Figure 4(b). When $\delta = 15 \text{ Å}$, the orthorhombic variants ($O_5$, $O_6$) transformed from the austenite phase dominated the crystal as shown in Figure 4(c). From stage (c) to (d), most of the orthorhombic phases transformed into monoclinic phases, giving a yielding platform on the P-L curve. It is worth noting that, base on the results, $O_5$ and $O_6$ served as the transitional phases to $M_9$, $M_{10}$ and $M_{11}$, $M_{12}$, respectively. This feature had good agreement with it reported in literature$^{30}$, where the base-centered orthorhombic also served as transitional phase to the monoclinic phases. It is also remarkable that this feature cannot be revealed by other commercial post-processing tools, and the proposed MVIM-G is able to identify it with high efficiency (detailed in the next section). As the phase transformation was completed, the P-L curve then grew linearly, and the microstructure almost remained unchanged from Figure 4(d) to (e)).
The indenter was unloaded as $\delta = 30 \, \text{Å}$ was achieved. Most regions in the microstructure, including the completely-transformed monoclinic region and the region close to the indenter tip, remained the same. However, the region further below the indenter tip with messy variant arrangement (consisting of $M1$, $M2$, $R4$ etc.) returned to $M9$–$M12$ monoclinic variants, as shown in Figure 4(e) to (f). Finally, the indentation process left a residual deformation at the top of the crystal, and the microstructure did not return to the austenite phase due to the selected temperature 325 K between the martensite finish and start temperatures.

**2.2.3 Overall performance of MVIM-G**

Now consider the efficiency of the calculation of the current MVIM-G and the authors’ previously proposed MVIM. Table 1 shows the average computing time required by the two methods when post-processing a given MD simulation result files outputted from the nanoindentation simulation mentioned above. Where 500094 atoms are included in that file. Although, MVIM-G required few more seconds to convert atom information into a special format of graph in the data preparation step, MVIM-G can significantly reduce the computing time for the phase classification tasks. Thus, MVIM-G enables a remarkable efficiency overall. It is worth noting that even we adopted three independent graph neural network models here and ensembled their results to complete the classification tasks for each atom, the demand of computing time was still in satisfaction.

The average training and testing accuracy of the MVIM-G model were 82.82% and 82.14%, respectively. The values were obtained by compared the predicted variant by MVIM-G and the variant identified by MVIM method for each unit cell in the atomic models prepared by the procedures described in section 4. Although the accuracy seems not to be fascinating, the misprediction was typically due to the inevitable complexity raised by thermal fluctuations, twin interfaces, free surfaces and highly distorted area, as discussed in the previous sections. Also, the purpose of the proposed method is for the visualization.
of atomistic calculations, revealing microstructures, patterns, and the overall distribution of the crystal variants and phases. Thus, with such high efficiency, MVIM-G is expected to be a handy post-processing tool to study the microstructural evolution during martensitic phase transformation in SMAs and related materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Data preprocess time (s)</th>
<th>Phase classification time (s)</th>
<th>Total time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVIM</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVIM-G</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Time consumption in data preprocess and phase classification for MVIM and MVIM-G.

3 Discussion

In the current study, we proposed a powerful and efficient post-processing tool based on GraphSAGE for the results of atomistic simulations. This tool is particularly suitable for identifying multiple phases in martensitic transformation, including the orthorhombic, monoclinic and R phases, in shape memory alloys. The underlying theory is based on the classical crystallography and the complicated matrix calculation is replaced by graph neural network, enabling significant acceleration on the phase identification process. The outcome of the current tool provides in-depth insight of microstructure evolution and detailed twin arrangement in SMAs. These details and information cannot be revealed by any other current commercial post-processing tools. With the advantages of the current tool mentioned above, though, some details in very fine microstructures may be compromised, due to the homogenization nature of graph neural network; some regions of transitional phases, such as the orthorhombic or R phases, may not be correctly identified due to the insufficient amounts of the training data of this type, and this problem can be resolved by incorporating more data for the training process. This tool is ready to be integrated with any visualization tool for MD simulation, such as OVITO, and boost the pace of researches related to SMA atomistic calculations.

4 Methods

4.1 Martensite Variant Identification Method (MVIM)

When the austenite phase in SMAs transformed into the martensite phases, the unit cells changed from the cubic system to the orthorhombic, monoclinic, or trigonal (R-phase) crystal systems consisting of certain crystal variants. In order to identify the variants from the three martensite phases, four types of reference unit cell for each target atom in the model should be examined. Fig. 5 shows that a target atom marked in red can be regarded as a part of the three tetragonal reference unit cells and a cubic reference unit cell. Where the three tetragonal unit cells shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c) can reveal the deformation of the monoclinic or orthorhombic variants along axes [100], [010], and [001] directions, respectively, while the cubic unit cell shown in Fig. 5(d) reflects that of the trigonal variants along the [111] direction. The distortion of each unit cell can be determined by the three position vectors colored in yellow. It can be described by a $3 \times 3$ deformation gradient matrix $F(x) = \nabla y(x)$ based on Cauchy-born rule,$^{31,32}$ where $x$ and $y$ are the three position vectors before and after deformation. The rigid body rotation of the lattice can be eliminated by polar decomposition$^{33}$, giving the transformation matrix $U = \sqrt{F^T F}$. The transformation matrix for the four types of unit cell corresponding to the target atom can be obtained.
These four transformation matrices then compared with the theoretical transformation matrix $U$ of 23 possible crystal variants in all the four crystal systems ($A$, $O$, $M$, and $R$), which can be found in the literature\textsuperscript{32}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{The three tetragonal unit cell in the (a) [100], (b) [010], and (c) [001] directions respectively, and (d) The cubic unit cell. Where the target atoms are in red and the three position vectors are in yellow.}
\end{figure}

The crystal variant corresponding to the unit cell can be identified when the theoretical transformation matrix of that variant is with the highest similarity to one of the four transformation matrices of the unit cell. The similarity was defined by the 15 conditions adopted and revised from Yang and Tsou\textsuperscript{17} and Lu et al.\textsuperscript{18} as shown in Table 2. Where $\delta$ represents the tolerance to neglect thermal vibration of atoms in MD simulation. Here the value of 0.06 was used. Note that only the upper triangle of the matrices was considered since the matrices are positive-definite and symmetric. We applied the 15 conditions to the calculated transformation matrices, giving four binary conditional judgment vectors with size $1 \times 15$. The four vectors then examined by the theoretical characteristic table (Table 3) listing the matched conditions corresponding to each variant/phase considered in the current work. The level of the similarity of each unit cell can be determined by counting the number of the matched conditions. The transformation matrix of the unit cell with the highest similarity with the theoretical one of the crystal variant can be correlated and classified. Note that whenever more than one crystal variant correlated to the unit cell or the highest similarity of the unit cell was less than 9 out of 15 conditions, the unit cell was classified as Other.

| I : $U_{11} - 1 \geq \delta$ | IV : $U_{11} - 1 < -\delta$ | VII : $U_{12} \geq \delta$ | X : $U_{12} \leq -\delta$ | XIII : $||U_{12}|-|U_{13}|| \leq 2\delta$ |
|----------------------------|----------------------------|-----------------|------------------|------------------|
| II : $U_{22} - 1 \geq \delta$ | V : $U_{22} - 1 < -\delta$ | VIII : $U_{13} \geq \delta$ | XI : $U_{13} \leq -\delta$ | XIV : $||U_{12}|-|U_{23}|| \leq 2\delta$ |
| III : $U_{33} - 1 \geq \delta$ | VI : $U_{33} - 1 < -\delta$ | IX : $U_{23} \geq \delta$ | XII : $U_{23} \leq -\delta$ | XV : $||U_{13}|-|U_{23}|| \leq 2\delta$ |

\textbf{Table 2.} The 15 conditions for elements in the transformation matrix that can distinguish all the variants.
Table 3. The required conditions listed in Table 2 for each crystal variant in the austenite and martensite phases.

For example, a given transformation matrix $U$ corresponding to one of the four unit cells obtained from a typical SMA MD calculation and the arrangement of theoretical transformation matrix $U_{O6}$ are shown as follows

$$U = \begin{bmatrix}
1.04 & -0.055 & 0.0033 \\
-0.055 & 1.038 & -0.0011 \\
0.0033 & -0.0011 & 0.944
\end{bmatrix}, \quad U_{O6} = \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha & -\beta & 0 \\
-\beta & \alpha & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \gamma
\end{bmatrix}$$

where $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ are material constants. We examined the components of $U$ by Table 2 and 3. It can be observed that $U$ and $U_{O6}$ are with the highest level of similarity, as all of the 15 conditions are matched, while other transformation matrices of the remaining three unit cells had lower levels of similarity. Thus, we classified the unit cell with the transformation matrix $U$ as crystal variant $O_6$. This procedure looped throughout all the unit cells in the model, giving a rough classification of crystal variant. However, in a uniform domain of a given variant, it may occur that a single unit cell was classified as Other, due to the nature of thermal and dynamic fluctuation in MD calculations. This phenomenon is, in fact, not energetically favorable in the reality.

Thus, in the current work, a regional voting strategy was introduced to classify these singular unit cells. All the unit cell which were classified as Other and with similarity higher than 9/15 corresponding to more than one crystal variant, were re-classified as the crystal variant of the majority of the surrounding unit cells. Where the surrounding unit cells are defined as the nearest 12 unit cells for the target singular unit cell, since the coordination number of HCP structure of orthorhombic and monoclinic phases is also 12. The same number is used in CNA\textsuperscript{13}. Note that this procedure should repeat several times to minimize the number of Other in the model. In this way, the detail of the switching between the crystal variants and the corresponding microstructural evolution generated by molecular dynamics simulation can be revealed.

4.2 Graph Neural Network and Model setting

In the current work, GraphSAGE model\textsuperscript{24} is used. Similar with CNN, high efficiency and accuracy of prediction can be achieved as the model enables the local connection between nodes specified by
the adjacency matrix and weight sharing in the same layer. The range of the local connection can be specified by the depth of the layers. Moreover, GraphSAGE can process both euclidean and non-euclidean structure of data with the help of topological graph format of data. Aggregators which aggregate the neighboring information to the target vertex, were adopted in the model enabling inductive learning, better generalization ability, and high efficiency for large-scale graph data.

The current MVIM-G model adopted two layers of GraphSAGE with the dropout technique to aggregate the information of the second neighboring atoms. The learning rate is set as 0.006. The loss function used here is Cross-Entropy Loss. Adam optimizer with weight decay mechanisms was adopted in the model. Here three models with the same setting were trained individually and their predictions then ensembled to obtain the final decision of the classification of the variants.

### 4.2.1 Data Preparation for model training

The dataset preparation for the training of graph neural network can be divided into two parts. The first is the graph $G(V, E)$ that can express the connection relationship of all vertices in the space, i.e. the position of each atom. The second is the feature matrix that incorporates the features of each vertex, i.e. the distortion of the corresponding unit cell. As mentioned in section 4.1, the distortion of the target atom’s four reference unit cells can be described by the relative displacement of the seven adjacent atoms (i.e. the yellow atoms shown in Fig. 5) before and after the phase transformation. Thus, the graph structure data $G(V, E)$ used in the current study is in the size of $(N, 7)$, where $N$ is the number of the atoms in the considered space. Then, the feature vectors of the seven neighboring atoms for $N$ target atoms concatenate into a feature matrix with size of $(N, 21)$.

To enable a good applicability of the model for the classification of different crystal variants/ phases, the training data set needs to cover a variety of cases and the number of distinct variants is required to be balanced. Thus, the cases of MD simulation were tailored to cover various boundary conditions including different force fields, temperature- and stress-induced martensitic transformation, as shown in Table 4. In Case 1 to Case 5, all simulated ensemble settings are NPT. Case 1 and Case 2 adopted different force fields and temperatures. The crystal was subjected to a ramped force from 1.013 to 30000 bars. Case 3 to 5 is a temperature-induced simulation with a two-axis coupling boundary settings, including xy, xz, yz axes. The data generated by Case 3 to 5 allows the current model learn the correspondence between the occurred variants and the orientation of the deformation.

Note that R phases are relatively rare in both the reality and molecular simulations, and thus, it is challenging to generate a sufficient amount of data for R phase by conventional atomic simulation. To balance the number of each category of phase/variant in the dataset, we generated 1 million artificial unit cell for each crystal variants in the R phase. Where $\pm 0.1\%$ of lattice constant of random fluctuation was added to the generated unit cells, to imitating the thermal fluctuation of the lattice. Finally, we picked around 1 million data points for each crystal variant from the results of MD simulation as the training dataset. The entire training data set contains 113 independent MD snapshots and about 23 million atoms in total.
### Table 4. The settings in the MD simulation for five cases of MD calculation to generate the training dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Force field</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Force (bars)</th>
<th>Coupled axes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.01325 → 30000</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>MEAM</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>1.01325 → 30000</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>MEAM</td>
<td>500 → 100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[100] and [010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>MEAM</td>
<td>500 → 100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[100] and [001]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>MEAM</td>
<td>500 → 100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[010] and [001]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.2 Data Preparation for model validation

Two cases of temperature-induced and stress-induced martensitic transformation in SMAs that have not appeared in the training data were considered here, in order to demonstrate the versatility of the current MVIM-G model. 2NN-MEAM potential energy\(^{28}\) was adopted by the simulation for both cases. The temperature-induced model was controlled by the isothermal-isobaric canonical ensemble (NPT) with pressure of 1.013 bar. The periodic boundary condition (PBC) was applied in all directions. The model was firstly relaxed at 0 K by the conjugate gradient method to achieve energy minimization and dynamic equilibrium. Then the initial velocity of the atoms at 500 K was assigned by Gaussian distribution for thermal equilibrium. This is because 500 K is well above the austenite finish temperature for NiTi SMAs, enabling a stable initial structure of austenite phase. After thermal equilibrium, the model was cooled from 500 K to 100 K, and then gradually heated from 100 K to 325 K, resulting in a stable microstructure with martensite phases.

For the stress-induced case, a nanoindentation process which resulted in an unrecoverable plastic deformation at the surface of a NiTi crystal was simulated. Here NPT ensemble was used, and the energy minimization process was the same as it in the temperature-induced case. The periodic boundary condition was applied in [100] and [010] directions only, and the free surface was applied in the positive [001] direction. The temperature 325 K of thermal equilibrium is consistent with the temperature selected in the literature\(^{15}\), which could obtain a stable martensitic transformation between austenite and martensite phases. The indenter used here was with radius of 30 Å located 3 Å above the (001) plane to avoid the overlap of the indenter and the crystal. Next, the indenter moved downward with a constant rate (1.5x10\(^{-4}\)Å/ femtosecond) until the indentation depth reaches 30 Å. Finally, the indenter was unloaded with the same rate. The results generated by the both cases were then post-processed by the CNA, MVIM, and the proposed MVIM-G model.
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